Welcome Future Teachers!

You have chosen a career that will influence and change lives as well as provide meaningful purpose.

If you would like to develop the skills to become a more effective teacher, this is your opportunity to make a difference in your career, and the future of teacher preparation for many others. We have Created an organization that is relevant, active and beneficial to the growth and development of future teachers that will enhance your preparation as a quality teacher. This organization is student led and driven from your ideas and needs. This is an opportunity to create a platform for increasing your employability skills, teaching skills and community impact. Meetings and events will be relevant and valuable in developing effective highly qualified teachers in Arizona.

We encourage your participation in this effort in providing effective training and preparation for teaching and providing skills that will assist your career in education as well as develop your skills as an exceptional teacher. If you are up to the challenge and would like to be part of something exciting that will impact the future of teacher preparation for you and many others over the next generation then please join us!

Sincerely;

Gerry Corcoran

Student Education Organization Coordinator